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Not chance, but action for the sake of something
is in the works of nature, indeed, in the greatest
way; the ends of her frarnings and generations
share in the beautiful.
Aristode, Parts if Animals, l.s, 645a23-26

D

to the limited success of reducing biological phenomena to physico-chemical laws, now and again final causality is reintroduced as a way of explaining vital behavior. 1
However, the modern conception of final causality derives in
large part from Immanuel Kant, whose view of final causality
confuses distinct kinds of causes in nature, and ultimately eliminates what Aristode means by fmal cause. Kant's confusion has
its precedent in some scholastic successors of St. Thomas, and I
will describe its origin there for the sake of showing the root
cause of his own errors. A reintroduction ~f final causality at the
very least demands that it be understood as a distinct kind of
cause which Kant, following a mistaken notion of the fmal cause,
failed to do.
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In the second part of the Critique iifJudgement, titled "The
Critique of Teleological Judgement," Kant posits as the first
maxim of natural science that we should explain natural phenomena through mechanistic causes, the necessary properties of
matter in the manner ofNewton's Principia. In Kant's words: "All
production of material things and their forms must be estimated
as possible on mere mechanical laws." (§7o) However, some natural phenomena are not explainable by mechanical causes. While
living organisms have many p~rts that might be explained
through simple mechanical laws, " ... the cause that accumulates
the appropriate material, modifies and fashions it, and deposits
it in its proper place, must always be estimated teleologically."
(§66) In other words, one cannot understand the unity and
growth of the living body apart from final causes. As he puts it
elsewhere:
[when] the structure of a bird, for instance, the
hollow formation of its bones, the position of its
wings for producing motion and of its tail for
steering, are cited, we are told that all this is in
the highest degree contingent if we simply look
to the nexus tiffectivus in nature, and do not call in
aid a special kind of causality namely that of ends
(nexus.finalis). This means that nature, regarded as
a mere mechanism, could have fashioned in a
thousand different ways without lighting on the
unity based on a principle like this ... (§61)
Therefore, while we are directed to pursue the agency of mechanical causes as far as we can, in the case of some phenomena
"we may, in our reflection upon them, follow the trail of principle which is radically different from explanation by the mecha"nism of nature, namely the principle of final causes." (§7o)
Putting the distinction this way makes final causality a competing account with material agents; we invoke it only to explain
what the mechanism of nature leaves unexplained. If we could
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explain all natural phenomena through mechanical laws, we
should}
Further, description according to final causes does not posit
any further principle in the natural thing. It is "an open question, whether, in the unknown inner basis of nature itself, the
physico-mechanical and the final nexus might cohere in a single
principle; it being only our reason that is not in a position to
unite them in such a principle.." (§70) Final causality is, then, by
this understanding a method of description, a "regulative principle of investigation," and not a real cause in the thing.
Two features then, showthernselves as distinctive ofKant's understanding of final causality: I) it is an alternative to explaining
natural things by mechanical causes, and 2) it posits no principle
in natural things, since any union or disjunction between mechanism and finality surpasses our understanding. Kant seemed to
sense a permanent limitation in explanation by mechanical
causes, as he shows no indication ofbelieving that the whole of
nature could be explained by mechanical laws. Because of the
limitation of our minds, Kant makes final causality a permanent
feature of scientific inquiry.
Aristotle's account of final causality differs fundamentally from
Kant's; it differs precisely in two ways. For Aristotle, the four
causes are not in competition with each other, because they each
answer different questions about change. The material cause answers the question, "Out of what did the thing come to be?"
The formal cause answers the question "Into what did the thing
come to be?" The agent cause answers the question "From
whom or what did the coming-to-be begin?" The final cause
answers the question "For the sake of what did the coming-tobe happen?"
For example, a builder builds a house. "From what did the
thing come to be?" From wood, nails, sheet-rock, tiles, etc.
"Into what did these things change?" A ranch style house.
"From what did this change begin?" A crew of construction
workers. "For the sake of what did the motion happen?" For the
sake of that house. The different causes answer different ques47
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tions about the motion of house-building. Hence, explaining the
properties of the house which are a consequence of its materials
("cool in the summer, warm in the winter") does not make superfluous explaining for what end it was built or what kind of
house it is.
Another example from human agency will help to clarifY this
latter point: Man A shoots Man B with a shotgun. The agency
of the man's muscles in their raising of the gun and pulling of the
trigger will not answer the question, "~hy did Man A shoot
Man B?" We would not be satisfied, and thankfully, neither
would a criminal investigation, if we were merely told "It happened as the necessity result of Man A's muscles and the loaded
gun." We require a motive, some end the agent was seeking;
"Man A shot Man B because he caught him cheating at cards."
I am aware that both of these cases involve conscious agents,
and I do not mean to imply at present that non-rational agents
act in the same way; rather, I wish to make clear that the answer
provided by agent causality is a different kind of answer from that
provided by final causality. If you ask someone the distance to
Timbuktu, and he tells you "twenty miles" when it is really two
thousand, he has given you the wrong answer. But if you ask the
distance to Timbuktu and he tells you "Wednesday," he has
given you the wrong kind of answer. To say that agent causality
and final causality are the same kind of answer is an equivalent
confusion.
In fact, what would correspond in Aristotle's account to the
distinction that Kant draws between "mechanical causes" and
"final causes" are actually two kinds of agent causality. The matter of a thing exercises the first kind of agency. So, when Kant
says "mechanical causes," he means material bodies insofar as by
their movements cause motions in other material bodies. The
second kind of agency, which corresponds to Kant's "final
causality" is formal causality. I am aware how confusing it sounds
to speak of a form acting as an agent, but an example will help
clarifY what I mean. Recall Kant's example of the organic body
that grows to maturity, and seems to show some principle that

directs its gr?wth and movements: " .. the cause that accumulates
modifies and fashions it, and deposits
lt m Its ~roper _place, must always be estimated teleologically."
(§66) Anstotle m treating the same phenomena, asks:

~h~ a~propnate material,

Of natu~al bodies some have life in them, others
not; ~y life_we mean self-nutrition and growth ...
But smce It is also a body of such and such a
kind, e.g. having life, the body cannot be soul·
the body is the subject or matter, not what is at~
tributed to it. Hence the soul must be a substance
in the sense of the form of a natural body ... 3
. Aris_totle asks whether "body" as such adequately explains liv-

~n~ bemgs. Clearly not, for if it did, then any body just because
It 1s a body, would be alive. A dead animal (before it corrupts)

~ay have the same exact parts as a living animal, yet it is not
alive. The soul not only belongs to a certain kind ofbod ·
.
b
. .
y I.e. an
o:gamc one, ut also 1s Its very act, making the body to be this
~nd ~f~ody, namely a living one. The soul makes the potentially livmg body ~ct~al, and hence is the very act of the living
body as the first pnnCiple of life. It stands after the manner of an
agent cause to the various powers and organs the living body
possesses. 4
!hus, t~e cause of the living body's organization, according to
Anstotle, Is the formal cause, not the final cause . While 1·t 1s
· true
that the mature animal is the end of the organism's growth, this
gro_wrh pr~s~pposes some principle directing that growth to matunty. This 1s the form. By saying that the final cause "accumulates ~he. a~p~opriate material, modifies and fashions it, and
~eposlts It m I~s proper place," Kant collapses formal causality
mto final causality. Then, since the soul or form acts in the mode
?fan _agent in causing the vital powers, he equates final causalWith agent causality. At the end, final causality becomes a
kmd of agent cause, and hence a competing account with the
agency of mechanical causes.

lr:
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If, however, Aristode's account of the causes is right, namely
that the causes answer the question of "why is this thing the way
it is" in different ways, then the agent cause cannot replace the
final cause. One can understand much about an animal through
understanding the properties in it that are caused by the instru- ·
mental agency of its parts, e.g. by its flesh, bones, blood etc.
When one asks, "by which principle do these heterogeneous
parts act as one?" the answer to that question is equivalent to asking "what is the formal cause?" and the questioner is answered
by seeing that it is in the soul. When one asks "For what good
do all these things work together in the way they do?" that question is answered by final causality, e.g. "for the health and wellbeing of the animal."
Niels Bohr made this -point in a discussion with Werner
Heisenberg:
There are well-known biological relations that
we do not describe causally, but rather finalistically, that is, with respect of their ends. We have
only to think of the healing process in an injured
organism. The fmalistic interpretation has a characteristically complementary relationship to the
one based on physico-chemical or atomic laws;
that is, in the one case we ask whether the
process leads to the desired end, the restoration of
the normal conditions in the organism; in the
other case we ask about the causal chain determining the molecular process. The two descriptions are mutually exclusive, but not ne~essarily
contradictory. 5
Aristode gives health as an example of final cause. "Health is
a cause of walking about. Why does he walk about? We say "in
order to be healthy;' and saying that we think we have given the
cause."6 He continues the explanation of the "end cause"
through other practices ordered to health. Not only are practices
50
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such as walking for the sake of health, but "inasmuch as other
intermediates are set in motion happen for the sake of an end, as
dieting, purging, drugs and medical tools are for health." All
these activities and tools are comprehensible only if they are understood to have some purpose, some good they accomplish beyond themselves. When he concludes his arguments about
purpose in nature, he offers as the clearest likeness to the way in
which "that for the sake of which" acts in nature is the doctor
when he doctors himself "Nature," he says "is like that."7
From this, it seems that health most clearly shows what is
meant by the "final cause" or the "that for the sake of which."
The body aims at health quite apart from any deliberation. As
any physician knows, the body must be cooperating with the
treatment, or the medicines and techniques will be useless. s The
body acts for ends on its own, quite apart from what the person
himself decides. Although a man may walk precisely for his
health, the walking would be good for him regardless of whether
he walks for his health or not, as Aristode shows in his discussion on laws concerning pregnant women:
Pregnant women must take care of their bodies
neither being idle nor taking a meagre diet. Thi~
is easy for the lawmaker to do by ordering that
they walk everyday to worship the gods who preside over birth. 9
If we were to ask one of these young women why she walks
to the temple of Demeter, she might well answer "To worship
the goddess" or "To obey the law." Neither of these however
would give the final cause of what walking accomplishes for the
body, quite apart from whatever end the young woman intended. Hence, while we may have the same intentions as our
own bodies, the body has "intentions" distinguishable from our
own. The various ways it works to maintain health in spite of our
habits shows this.
Since final cause and agent cause answer two different ques-
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tions, "health" must be understood both with respect to the necessary attributes of the body, and as an end sought by the body
through its parts. The doctor's knowledge of how the organs and
tissues effect health in the body perfects his knowledge of health
as a good which those parts intend. One will not, merely from
knowing the body's inclination to health, know how its parts
bring it about, nor will one see, merely from the material attributes of bodily organs and tissues, what good is brought about
by them for the whole body. These are two different questions
one asks about the WimaJ. body, namely "what good do these organs serve?" and "by what means does the animal stay alive?" A5
Aristode points out, "The same thing may exist for an end and
be necessitated as well." 10 He gives a good example of this in the
Parts of Animals:
We ought to explain for example, how respiration is for the sake of something, and also happens from necessity because of other things ... For
the alternate discharge and re-entrance of heat
and the inflow of air are necessary if we are to
live. . .. But the alternation of heat and refrigeration produces of necessity an alternate admission
and discharge of the outer air ... 11
Why did Kant confuse these distinct causes in the way he did?
Since an error can sometimes be more manifest when it is first
made, it would be useful to consider the historic precedent to
Kant's distinctions, namely the natural philosophy of William of
Ockham. Ockham is a useful thinker for resolving this problem,
for not only does he make an error that prefigures Kant's confusions in the Critique ofJudgement, but he does so when commenting on Aristode's Physics, with the distinctions Aristode
makes before him as he comments.
Ockham makes a threefold distinction in the way natural
things act for the sake of a "final cause:" 12 fust, in things in
which final causality is most manifest, namely human beings
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who act by intention and self direction (a proposito et sponte); second, animals, who, while lacking the power of choice, do have
desires which direct their action and urge them to seek what
they do not possess; and finally, inanimate beings, which are not
directed by any kind of knowing or desire, yet have natural
movements as if foreknown or desired (ac si esset praescitum vel
desideratum) by an agent. These latter, Ockham tells us, do not
not really act according to fmal cause. Since they lack knowledge
and desires, their actions are explainable wholly by the necessity
of nature (ex necessitate naturae).
Thus, he distinguishes two ways of taking the term "end" or
finis, one proprie, the other according to the common course of
nature (communem cursum natura). In the fust, the "end" signifies
agent acts." In the second, the "end" signifies that toward which
something tends following the same way as if it were known beforehand or desired (ac si esset praescitum vel desideratum) by an
agent. Hence,. men and animals are said to exhibit final causality
properly, while inanimate things do so improperly or metaphorically. This is why, Ockham claims, Aristode says in the chapter
on final causality in the Physics that nature acts for an end, because in this way nature acts "as if made from art" (sicut si .fieret
ab arte).
Since Ockham equates "fmal causality" with conscious desire,
he must deny against Aristode, any purpose in the inanimate.
This equation of"that for the sake of which" and "desire" creates no end of confusion. Since "desire" can only be said of the
inanimate improperly and thus metaphorically, then the inanimate can be said to act for the sake of end only improperly and
metaphorically. 13 Further, this division makes the necessity of nature opposed to acting for an end, since a thing does not really act
for an end unless it has desire, and better yet, will.
Why is it that Ockham equates fmal causality with conscious
desire as opposed to some general inclination for the good? One
reason, certainly, is that our first sense of fmal causality is our deliberate choice of ends, and the determinate means to achieve
those ends. Secondly, Ockham seems to think that if a natural
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thing inclines always in one way, instead of bein~ able to ~o":e
to this or that, one has said all that needs to be s:ud by callin~ lt
necessary. It does what it does because it cannot do otherwtse.
There is, as it were, nothing to explain:
... the question 'on account of what' has no ~lace
in natural actions, since it is said that there 1s no
question of seeking 'on account of what' fire
comes to be; it only has place in voluntary actions. And therefore it is well asked on account of
what do these men fight, since voluntarily they
fight so that they may rule. 14
Because of the very necessity in which natural agents act, their
possible "ends" are inscrutable to us. We may see that fire generates more fire, but we cannot discover any more than that. For
0 kh am finality demands some kind of desire, and preferably
c that •can be articulated. Why does the man figh t? "S o th at
one
he may rule." A thing cannot act for an end unless it acts voluntarily.
So where has Ockham gone wrong? The two examples he
uses are illustrative of the problems in his position. While "fire
generating fire" happens as a na~~ consequence, .it nevert~e
less serves an end. Having an inclinat10n to produce 1ts own kind
is beneficial to its 0~ self-preservation. Indeed, the natural
movements of the elements is ordered to keeping them among
· own kinds , fire with fire • water with
th err
. water,. etc.. Elements
15
change by being around other elements different m kind. Certainly it is good that the elements act to preserve themselves, ~d
do so by inclining toward a place that has_ their own spe,~1fic
kinds and less of the other kinds. Hence, Anstotle remarks: .. to
ask .;hy fire moves upward and earth downward is the same as
to ask why the healable, when moved and changed as healable,
· h e alth . .. "16 One has not explained all that can be exattains
.
plained by simply saying its motion toward its natural place 1s
"from natural necessity."
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Second, Ockham's example of final causality, namely "the
man who fights in order to rule" differs greatly from Aristotle's
own example of "health." Health is a natural good to which the
body inclines on its own apart from the will, while the desire to
rule is not, as such, a natural desire. Ockham's example shows
how greatly he has blurred the distinction between "acting for
an end" and "acting for a desired end." A man may or may not
choose to eat in a healthy way, but this for Aristotle does not affect what eating is for. A diet of doughnuts, even if freely chosen, frustrates the end of eating, namely "nourishment." Since
all creatures have a list ofbasic goods such as health, nourishment, offspring and so on, these goods allow one to discern
what Aristotle considers the "final cause."
How could Ockham overlook the compatabilities of natural
necessity and the inclination toward some good, especially since
his own remarks occur in commentaries on Aristotle's text? Following his teacher Duns Scotus, he believes that the only way
the freedom of the human will can be preserved is if it is wholly
beyond natural necessity. If the human will were determined to
some good by nature, it could not be free. 17
When we as Catholics say that the will is free, we do not mean
that it is wholly free. First among those things we desire is the
good, taken generally. 18 Even if the thing desired is only apparently good, it must be good in some way to be desirable_l9 Second, all men by nature incline toward some very basic goods as
animals, such as self-preservation and the preservation of the
species. Further, the rationai soul inclines them toward goods
consequent upon that power, such as friendship and knowledge. 20 A man may choose to live by himself in a cave, but as St.
Augustine points out, he at least desires the peace ofhis body.21
While man is free to choose his proximate ends and the means
·to his ultimate end of happiness, he is not free to choose happiness itself. All men pursue happiness as their end, even if they
choose the wrong means. The will is free, yet not wholly free.
In distinguishing "fmal cause" from "natural necessity," Ockham fails to grasp how all natural things are moved toward the
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good. 22 Ockham's distinction, which Kant repeats, creates a false
dichotomy between the voluntary and the necessary; as if voluntary and merely natural actions were not both necessary (in
some way) and for some good. The final cause answers the question "for the sake of what?" some natural motion takes place,
without implying a projection of human desires into non-intelligent or inanimate natures. Therefore, in considering natural
phenomena, we should not think that the final cause explains
things only when the necessity of mechanical causes "runs out."
The final cause does not purport to answer the question "by
what agency does this natural thing do what it does?"
Further, we should not confuse the formal and final cause, as
Kant does, as if the fmal cause was the principle that explained
by what intrinsic principle a natural thing, especially a living
thing, is one and acts as one. While the form gives rise to the inclinations a natural thing has to certain goods as opposed to others (e.g. elements to place, animals to food, plants to sunlight),
those inclinations are distinct from the form that gives rise to
them.
Finally, we should not conflate final causality with desire and
will, as if final causality demanded competing goods among
which the natural thing "selects." All natural things, in their natural movements, are moved toward goods which are perfective
of them in some way. To be sure, desire and will are better
known to us in understanding our own action for an end.
Nonetheless, we must always bear in mind the example of our
own bodies, which incline toward health without our thinking
about it. Deliberation is not an essential part of acting for an end.
We will not understand natural things as natural unless we grasp
that they incline to certain goods from within themselves.
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